
Liability Agreement 

1. Car Cycle is not responsible for missing personal items. (watch, sunglasses, phone, electronics, 

etc.) Car Cycle is not the owner of your personal items and will not be responsible for any 

personal items. If any personal items are missing, Car Cycle is not responsible.  

 After vehicle inspection we are not responsible for any damages such as scratch, rust, stains, low         

tires, faded material, corrosion, etc. (We do not carry corrosion material.) 

Payment Agreement/ Method  

2. Car Cycle uses third party payment options. Car Cycle is not responsible for third-party payment 

issues. Client is responsible for disputing any third-party payment issues. Car Cycle does not offer 

refunds. Exemption: If car does not fit Car Cycle requirements, Car Cycle will refund said money. 

Refund will be given back using payment method used from Client.  

 

Scratch Repair  

3. Car Cycle will fix clear coat scratch only. Scratch below clear coat will not be fixed. Only Car Cycle 

scratch repair product will be used to repair scratches. Car Cycle will not use any other product to 

repair any scratch.  

After inspection of vehicle Car Cycle will not be responsible for any scratches found.  

After service takes place if any scratches are found Car Cycle will not be responsible.  

Twelve inches of scratch together or separate is equivalent to a single credit use.  

Client must measure scratch prior to appointment. Additional scratches will be an additional 

credit charge.  

Booking 

4. Car Cycle Member cancellation fee will be a charge of a single credit. Non- Member cancellation 

fee will be a charge of twenty-five dollars or refusal of future service.  

Original car set up must be in play to carry on with the appointment. If original car set up is 

disturbed day of appointment, Car Cycle will cancel the appointment and charge a single credit to 

Members virtual account as a cancellation fee.  

Online booking is available only at the webpage carcareforlife.com. No other webpage is valid. 

Only the phone number(s) displayed on the webpage are valid. No other webpage is valid. 

When gifting a credit to a friend that friend must be present during their appointment time. 

Friend must include credit holders name while booking.  

Credits 

5. A single credit is equivalent to a sixty-dollar cleaning. 

 A single credit is equivalent to one inside cleaning and one outside cleaning. Prepaid credit 

cannot be exchanged for cash value. If you gift a credit to a friend who has a vehicle that does 

not meet Car Cycle requirements, Car Cycle will not provide service. If service is not performed 

Members account will not deduct a credit.  

An eligible car is a car that DOES NOT show significant signs of neglect such as excessive animal 

hair, mold, mildew, rust, body damage, etc.  



Treatment service  

6. Car Cycle cleaning is a step by step process patented by Car Cycle. 

Prepay credits are available on a pay as you go option. Inquire at carcareforlife.com.  

Products used determined by current year top of the line products. Car Cycle uses a step by step 

process. Cleaning includes all hard to reach areas using a step by step blueprint to ensure Car 

Cycle does not miss a spot.  Single cleanse Treatment process time cannot exceed more than 

ninety minutes. Some vehicles may need more than one treatment cleanse to see full recovery. 

Car Cycle will suggest to you if the vehicle needs more than one treatment. Client must follow Car 

Cycle recommendations to ensure full protection is fulfilled. 

 If Client does not follow Car Cycle recommendations, Car Cycle is not responsible for any damage 

that may occur. Treatment process will not be altered. Inspection provided before service takes 

place.  

Exterior and interior is a five-minute inspection. After inspection Car Cycle is not responsible for 

any additional damage or scratches after the inspection.  

 

Credit Holders / Members  

7. Credit holders are responsible for booking and being present day of appointment. 

Client Is responsible for being at the appointment location at least fifteen minutes prior to the 

scheduled appointment time.   

 If Member reschedule day of appointment Member will be charged a single credit from virtual 

account.  If Member is unable to be present day of appointment it is Members responsibility to 

provide a key, gate code, and access to a power outlet to ensure the appointment can be 

fulfilled. 

 It is the client’s responsibility to remove personal effects/ property from the vehicle. If personal 

effects/items remain in the vehicle Car Cycle will not remove items and will work around said 

items  

 

 

  


